
A NEW YEAR SELF-CARE AFFAIR

2022 GIFT GUIDE



WITH REVOLUTIONARY NEW 
TOYS AND LUXE LINGERIE 

MAKE IT AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER.



GIFTS FOR HER
From new toys with ergonomic finger holders to 

panties with hidden massagers, make 2022 your

best year in pleasure.  

Starla + Calista Open-Back Cheeky, 

Form 3 Pro
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JIMMYJANE

ASCEND 3 + CARPO™

$135
STARLA + TYRO™

$135
STARLA + CALISTA™

$135

LUXE LINGERIE + INSERTABLE TOYS

DUAL GRIPP™

$135
FORM 3 PRO™

$125

VIBRATORS

FORM 2 GRIPP™

$135
CURVED GRIPP™

$135

APEX
$200

FORM 2 PRO™

$170
EUPHOR

$125
CHROMA

$125

Starla + Calista   

The Calista panty leaves 

a little to the imagination 

and a lot to be desired 

with its open-back, 

revealing silhouette. Slip 

the Starla Bullet into its 

custom-designed gusset 

for maximum vibrations 

and a mind-blowing 

climax.  

Starla + Tyro  

Date night just got a lot more 

interesting with the Tyro 

panty. Designed with sheer 

stretch lace and a classic 

bikini cut, this sexy panty 

with a keyhole back will 

tempt and tease night after 

night. Add the Starla Bullet 

into the custom gusset for 

powerful, remote-controlled 

vibrations you can enjoy 

discreetly or have a partner 

take the lead. 



CALL IT A NIGHT
It’s time to relinquish control with the remote control. Choose between 

three styles of panties with their own secret massagers.  



GIFTS FOR HIM
From strokers to c-rings perfect for solo and couples’ 

play, we’ve got all the best-in-tech toys you’re

looking for. 

Best-Selling C-Rings  

Designed with soft,

supple silicone.
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JIMMYJANE

STROKERS & SILICONE PLUGS

C-RINGS

LUBRICANTS, MASSAGE OIL CANDLES & CLEANERS

INTIMATE 
LUBRICANT

$28

ANTIBACTERIAL
CLEANERS

$20

ASTRA
$140

ARVOS
$150

ERSA
$35

DIA
$100

TARVOS
$125

KORE
$110

DEIMOS
$125

AFTERGLOW RED
TOBACCO

$42

Tarvos  

High-tech pleasure meets 

intuitive design with our 

silicone Tarvos c-ring. 

Complete with a powerful 

vibrating motor that can be 

worn up or down for clitoral 

or perineum stimulation, 

the Tarvos is designed to 

comfortably restrict for 

harder, longer erections and 

is a perfect couples’ toy. 

Arvos 

Designed with not one, not two, 

but three powerful independent 

motors to properly surround the 

shaft and tip, choose between 

seven vibrational modes and 

three intuitive intensity levels. 

Comes fully loaded with an 

expertly ribbed interior, super 

soft silicone body and a 

rechargeable USB power cord. 



SPOTLIGHT ON

DEIMOS 
Complete with two powerful vibrating motors in each ear for maximum 

clitoral stimulation, this Form 2 inspired toy has seven vibrational modes 

and three intensity levels.  



GIFTS FOR COUPLES
Light up the night with massage oils, prostate 

massagers, remote-controlled vibrating lingerie

and more.  
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JIMMYJANE

REMOTE CONTROL MASSAGERS

LUBRICANTS & MASSAGE OILS

ENERGIZE MASSAGE 
OIL
$42

HYDRATE MASSAGE 
OIL
$42

RESTORE MASSAGE 
OIL
$42

ASCEND 3
$120

NEPTUNE 2
$150

TARVOS
$125

DEIMOS
$125

INTIMATE
LUBRICANT

$28

Ascend 3 + Carpo  

If a little something lacy 

gets you going, the Carpo is 

the barely-there panty that 

you’ve been missing. Take 

your play to the next level 

by slipping the Ascend 3 

into the custom-designed 

gusset for tantalizing 

vibrations you or your 

partner can quietly control. 

Kore 

C-ring sex so good, you may 

never go back. The Kore 

features a powerful vibrating 

motor, seven vibrational 

modes and three intensity 

levels. Want to be more 

spontaneous? Just pick up 

the remote control.  

ASCEND 3 + CARPO™

$135
STARLA + TYRO™

$135
STARLA + CALISTA™

$135

LUXE LINGERIE + INSERTABLE TOYS



SPOTLIGHT ON

You deserve to feel good. 



REMEMBER TO PRIORITIZE YOUR PLEASURE, LOVERS.  

HERE’S TO NEW BEGINNINGS.  
XO, JIMMYJANE STARLA + TYRO BIKINI PANTY,

SELF + JIMMYJANE FLEXIBLE MINI MASSAGER 

FORM 2 PRO, FORM 2 GRIPP™




